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REPORT OP TllB IDDA SHORT-TBRK TBCJDIICAL ADVISORY SBRVICB POR '!BB 
PRBPARATIOR OP All IllDUS'l'llIAL DBTER-PLall l'OR ltIGBRIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Arisinq out of the interest qenerated at the Abuja Workshop on 
Industrial Strateqies and Industrial Master-Plan, fMlF), the 
Govermaent of Nigeria requested UNIDO to render technical assis
tance on the preparation of the IMP and to set up the institu
tional framework for the strateqic J1a11aqeaent of the industrial 
sector. 

While the project dOCUJ1ent for the above technical assistance was 
undergoing the process of approval, this short term technical as
sistance was orqanized to work with the already established Na

tional Committee on Industrial Development (NCID) to lay the in
stitutional foundation and undertake some preliminary work in 
preparation for the main task of elaborating the guidelines for 
an Industrial Master-Plan (IMP). 
reference include: 

Specifically other terms of 

to develop criteria for identifying and selecting key 
industrial sub-systems; 

to design proposals for the institutional framework of 

the Strategic Management of Nigeria's Industrial 
Development (SMID) 

Lu elaburai..e a delaileu wu.ck prog::.-c:u~e for the prepara

tion of the guidelines for the SMID/IM? and 

to carry out other relevant assignments as may be re

quired by the Chairman of NCID. 
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The reaainder of this report is organised under four headings: 

Institutional fraaework established 

Identifyinq and selecting industrial-sub-systeJRS 
Work progra1111e adopted 
General observations. 

(a) Rational Collaittee on Industrial Qevelopaent (NCID) 

This body had been set up prior to the National Workshop 

held in September 1989 to perfora the functions of a na
tional coordinating body is envisaged by IDDA I programme 
for holding National Workshops. Since the workshop, it has 
been transforliled to become tile focal consultative t.ody com
prising r4?presentatives of economic minis';ries at the 
Federal level, ministries responsible for industrial matters 
at the state level, para-statals dealing with industrial 
matters or infrastructural facilities, apex organisations of 

manufacturers, chambers of commerce, association of small 

scale industrialists and research institutes. The chainr.an 
Mr. Rasheed Gbadam~si is an economist by training, he has 

been a co:mnissioner (:minister) at the state level (Lagos 
State) and :is an industri.alist. He is currently the Chair
man of the tHgerian Ind,tstrial Development Bank. 

Two meetings of this body have been held since this year. 

The flrst on 29th and 30th March and the other on 17th May, 

1990. The first received and reviewed the report of the 
Abuja Workshop, the recoJDJDendations and the next line of ac

tion. The consultant led the discussion on this. This was 
followed by a discussion and adoption o,f a d1aft work 
programme prepared by the Management Suppo~·t Group (see 

' 
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below). Three papers (two by the Policy Analysis Dept. and 

one by a •eaber of the Management Support Group) were 
presented and discussed. 

The P.A.D. papers were entitled 

(a) Industrial Masterplan for Nigeria: Concept, Objectives 
and Strateqies. 

(b) Criteria for the Identification of Industrial sub
systems for the Industrial Master Plan. 

Actually both papers were prepared by Dr. Ode Ojowu, a 
senior lecturer in Economics at the University of Jos 
seconded to the Policy Analysis Department for the purposes 
of this project. In the first paper, he dealt with the im
portance of a master plan as a means of minimizing the 
problems of policy and programme inconsistencies in the 

development of a nation's industry. 

According to him, "the IMP is zimilar to building a dynamic 
general equilibrium model to facilitate a clearP.r grasp of 

the inter sectoral zesource flow and their implications." 
The paper then went on to discuss the objectives of an IMP 
as well as the strateqies for the preparation and implemen

tation of the IMP. (Annex lA) 

The second paper dealt with the criteria for identification 

of industrial sub-systems: It started with d discussion of 

the concept of systems and sub-systems, and made the point 

that "the choice ?f sub-systems must have as their reference 
point, the overall socio-economic objectives of the nation. 
In addition, it ~ust also address the specific objectives of 
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industrial policy (these are discussed in the paper). The 
following criteria were identified to quide the choice of 
industrial sub-systems 

Linkaqe potentials 

Self sufficiency and Domestic Raw Material Sourc
inq potentials 

Domestic Resource based Industries and the market 
orientation/potential 
Potenti ~l for competitiveness and New Product 
creation 
Industrial Dispersal and Employment Potentials 
Tecbnoloqy Promotion 
Strategic Industries 

These criteria were to be subsequently applied to the actual 
choice. ( See Annex 18) 

The paper by Mrs. o. Ajayi of the Research Department of the 
N.I.D.B. dealt with the Role and function of Strategic Con-
sultative Groups. It noted that at the heart of the 
Strategic Management process was consultation and concerted 
action. Therefore, it is important that in constituting a 

Strategic Consultative Group, all the relevant actors in the 

network are represented. A diagrammatic representation was 
given (Annex lC)> 

During discussions, the consultant elaborated more on the 

concept of Strategic Management of Industrial Development 
(SMID) as the process that will produce, and monitor the im
plementation of the industrial mast~rplan. He pointed out 
that SMID differs from the ?lder concept of Industrial Mas
terplan in the sense that it is an action-oriented master 
strategy for the formulation, ~mplementation and monitoring 
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of a coherent set of policies, pr<><Jrammes and projects that 

will lead to the development of a competitive and efficient 
industrial systea. Be explained that the work of the co•
•ittee (HCID) will fall into four phases · 

Establishing the consultative Process 
Identifyi!l'l and selecting priority industrial sub
systems 
Constituting strategic Consultative Groups 
Drawing up Guidelines for the S.M.I.D. 

To be able to do this both Govern•ent and UHIDO are 
cooperating to establish a Technical support Group and a 

Management Support Group. Both of these will be responsible 
for conducting studies and providing of NCID with the neces

sary information and data for their work. 

Members were enthusiastic about the SMID approach, but ex
pressed the view that the concept needed wider publicity, 
especially among government functionaries so that they will 

understand it as a practical approach to installing a 
private sector led industrial development. There were some 
discussion of sub-systems and how to identify them. It was 
also emphasised that efforts should be made to ensure that 

the outcome of the work of the HCID dovetails with the 

Per~pective Plan of the Government now under preparation by 

the office of Budget and Planning in the Presidency. 

(b) The second meeting of 17th May was ill-prepared for the task 
of identifying and selecting industrial sub-systems, because 
all efforts to get the P.A.D. to release the studies it said 

it had done failed. Nor did they produce the input/output 
matrix of the sub-sectors they had done. However, two work
ing papers were prepared' for this meeting 

' 
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PA note on Choosing Industrial sub-systems" by the 
UHIDO Consultant and 

"Priority sub-systems for strategic Management under 
the IMP" by Dr. Ode Ojovu. (Annex II A & B) 

The 'note' was produced for •embers of the Management Sup
port Group as well as PAD to highlight the kind of informa
tion base required for identifying and selecting industrial 
sub-systems. 

Dr. Ojovu's paper applied a ranking technique to the 
criteria earlier identified, and applying these to the four 
critical priority sub-sectors - Agro allied, Chemical and 
Petrochemical, Engineering and Metallurgy and Construction 
to arrive at the following weighted order of priority -

Engineering 
Chemical/Petrochemical 

Agro-allied 
construction 

While this provided a quantitative justification for regard

ing these sub-sectors as prinrity among priorities, it did 

not advance us further from what was agreed at the National 
Workshop in September 1989. Besides, the paper maintained 

that each ISIC sub-sector could be regarded as a sub-system 
and each division within the sub-sector regarded as a sub
set for study. 

The consultant maintained that it would be preferable to 

retain the term "sub-sector" for what is internationally 

known as industrial sub-sectors and the term "sub-system" 
for those net-work of relations around particular products 
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or proces~es or market, especially as regarding a sub-sector 

as a sub-system is likely to be unwidely. The matter had to 

be resolved in a very practical way at a subsequent meeting. 
(See below) 

DDQBKUIT SUPPORT QROQP (MSG) 

This presently coaprises the Chairaan of NCID, the UNIDO 

Lead Consultant, two very senior research fellows drawn from 

the Nigerian Industrial Development Bank (one, an economist, 

the other a mechanical Engineer); the Director of P.A.D. a 

National Coordinator of the project working as a counterpart 
to the UNIDO Lead Consultant and the Secretary of NCID. 

This group meets from time to time to consider issues that 

should be put before the NCID and eventually the SCG's. 

This group was responsible for preparing the draft programme 

of work considered by the NCID on 29th March. It has so far 

met fifteen times. As from July 1, it is proposed to 
recruit the Research Fellows from NIDB on a full time basis 

for nine month . 

Secretariat: The Secretariat of NCID has been established 
and housed on the 5th Floor of the NIDB Building. As the 

volume of work increases, it may have to move to another 

location. The Secretariat is headed by Alhaji s. Ahmed, a 

Senior Administrator drawn from the Federal Ministry of In

dustries. He has an Assistant Secretary and few support 

staff. As the work load increases, there will be need for 

more staff. Secretarial support for the Chief Technical Ad

visor will go a long way to increase the capacity of the 

secretariat to service the consultative groups. Additional 

space is now being sought on the same floor to house the 
Consultants, the National Coordinator and the Secretarial 

Support personnel. 
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Tecbnical Support Group: The Honourable Minister has desig
nated the Policy Analysis Departllent of the Ministry, which 
will nov incorporate the Industrial Datil Bank located at 

Abuja, as the technical support qroup. Two senior lec?irers 
froa the Universities of Jos and Ablladu Bello have been 
seconded to the P.A.D. one of thea Dr. Ojowu has been 
desiqnated as the National Coordinator of the project. The 
P.A.D. is equipped with an IBM Systea 2/80 with ten ter
minals. A Prof. Giwa is working on contract from UNDP to 
activate the Industrial Data Bank at Abuja. He is liasing 
with Federal Office of Statistics to collect and analysis 
industrial survey data in Federal Off ice of Statistics 

(which have not been processed) for input into the In
dustrial Data Bank. At a meeting in Ibadan (25th May 1990) 
it was not exactly clear what can now be got from the data 
bank. In order to facilitate the work it was decided that a 
smaller committee made up of the research fellows from the 

NIDB and the lecturers seconded to P.A.D. should form a data 
collection/processing committee, to meet more often with the 
data bank staff and ensure the relevance of what is being 
collected. 

STBMBGIC CQ)JSULTATIVB GROUPS (SCG) 

These have not yet been formed as the NCID is still in the 

process of identifying and selecting priority industrial 
sub-systems. 
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A note on Choosinq industrial aub-aysteas: 

In the course of this short tera assignaent. there developed 
a considerable degree of disagreeaent over (a) what con
stitutes an industrial sub-systea and (b) how one p~oce-. 
durally identifies and selects priority sub-systems. 

Proa the literature available to ae, the job of choosing a 
sub-systea is deceptively siaple. According to Mr. F. 
Richard in his paper "Strategic Management of Industrial 
Developaent: Basic Principles and Methodology", he states 

that 

"An industrial sector is made up of a more or less 
homogeneous set of industrial sub-systems. These 
sub-systems are set up and developed around the 

transformation of agricultural or mineral 
resources, the exploitation of a final market or 
the setting up of a production process" (l) 

But according to the International Sta:idard Industrial Clas

sification (ISIC), an industrial sector is sub-divided into sub
sectors and within each sub-sector there are sub-sub-sectors or 
subsets. Bat as one understands it, an industrial sub-system is 

not co-terminous with either a sub-sector or sub-set because an 
industrial sub-system will include (a) industrialists (b) sup
pliers of inputs (c) suppliers of services (d) policy makers. 

How does one then identify a sub-system? According to Richard 

"One has to establish the network of activities, ~roduction and 
services which revolve around a final market and/or resources, 
and/or a production process. Each I.s.s. is defined by a basic 

organisation which includes all the enterprises and institutions 
which take part in the functioning of the sub-system"C 2) 
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In the case of Nigeria, this creates a problea. Take a sub

sector Textiles. Accordinq to the Federal Office of Statistics 
there were in 1983, 43 firas in Spinning and weaving, 18 in 
•ade-up textiles, 15 in knitting, e in carpets and rugs, 6 in 
cordage and ropes and 52 in wearinq apparels, givinq a to~l of 
143 firms. An industrial sub-systea will include suppliers of 
input and services. Here we have thousands of a.all scale cotton 
farmers, we have hundreds of •iddlf'.llen ( co-odi ty buyers and 
•erchants), transporters etc and institutions and associations 
such as polytechnics offering courses in textile technoloqy, 
Nigerian Textile Manufacturers Association, Cotton and Textile 
Research Institutes. We aust not forqet local suppliers of dye
stuff and other chemicals. And what of operators in the informal 
sector where we have thousands of men and women operating cottage 
industries - spining, weavin~, dyeing, and the producers of their 
simple "jennies and looms" So when we say "all the enterprises 
and institutions which take part in the functioning of the sub
system", it must be reali~ed that to be comprehensive, "all" must 
mean "all". aut whereas it is possible at, the level of studies 
to take "all" into consideration, when it comes to forming 
Strategic Consultative Groups, only a representative group can 

function. In the case of Food Processing Industries, there were 
in 1983, 627 firms ranging from Meat preparation, Dairy products, 

fruits and juices to bakeries and Sugar factories. One can see 
potential conflict areas between grain millers and oil seed and 
Fats producers. Should Food Processing be considered a sub

system? Or should we go to a lower level of disaggregation? 

On the procedure for identifying the industrial sub-systems, Mr. 
Richard"s paper says this is done in a pragmatic way through the 
analysis: 

"of the conf igur.ation of the industrial fabric and in
ter industry relations 
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the dyna11ics of organisational and industrial integra
tion that may be developed; 

the potentialities of valorisation of national 
resources: 
and the national, sub-regional and international ~arket 
potentials which aay be catered for by the industrial 
sector. 11 <3> 

In a recent docwnent from the Planning Branch (Nov.1989) entitled 
"A note on the concept of Strategic Manageaent of the Industrial 
Development", it states that the identification of relevant sub
systems is usually drawn o~t of 

"an intra-industrial flows matrix, highlighting 
several subsets of the industrial sector matching 
the definition of "sub-systems". The same matrix, 
after suitable manipulations, proviaes the quan
titative framework necessary to select priority 
sub-systems.n( 4) 

Without the benefit of a detailed manual of procedure on how to 
"manipulate" vur intra-industrial flows matrix, we proceeded as 
follows: 

i.. During the National Workshop, three sub-sectors of in
dustry had been identified as being critical to the ob

jectives of self-reliance and self sustaining growth, 
namely 

Chemical sub-sector 

Engineering and Metallurgy sub-sector 
Agro-allied sub-sector 
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2. In one of the papers prepared by Dr. Oj owu for the 
Policy Analysis Department, he applied a weighting 
technique to the followillCJ operational objectives 

linkage potentials 
self sufficiency and local raw material sour~JlCJ 
doaestic resource based industries 

potential for coapetitiveness and now product 
creation 
industrial dispersal and &aplopent creation 
potential 
technology promotion 
strategic indust.ries 

By applying these weights to the sub-sectors, he arrived at a 
ranking of 

Engineering 

Chemicals 
Agro-allied and 
Const!"Uction sub-sectors 

But he called these sub-sectors industrial sub-systems". We have 
since agreed that these will be referred to as sub-sectors in 
order to agree with the ISIC classification, and to ~eserve the 

term "industrial sub-systems" for the network of business rela
tions around the subsets of the sub-sectors. At a meeting in 
Abuja (attended by the back stopping Officer, Mr. Mueller) the 

steering committee of the NCID proceeded in a very pragmatic 

manner to choose the following as the priority industrial sub
systems for the strategic management pilot study. 

1. Engineering 
(a) Foundaries and Metallurgy 
(b) Automotive Engineering and Assembly 

(c) Metal Fabrication 
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2. Cheaical and Petrocheaical 

(a) Rubber and Plastic Products 

(b) Pharaaceuticals and Para-pbaraaceuticals (baby 
food, body care products etc) 

3. Agro-allied 
(a) Food processinq 

(b) Leather and leather prc-tiucts 
(c) Textile and WeariDCJ Apparels 

4. construction 

(a) Non-aetallic aineral buildinq materials. 

In choosinq these as priority sub-systems, we were influenced by 
the following considerations deriving from earlier studies and 
our knowledge of the Nigerian industrial scene: 

1. Potential impact on other aspects of socio-economic 
development as a major creator of internal engines of 
growth; 

2. Contribution to self reliance and self sustaining 
qrowth; 

3. Potential for high local value added; 
4. Net Foreiqn exchange saving potential; 
5. Net foreign exchange earner; 

6. Existence of industrial/Trade organisations around 
which an S.C.G. can be built; and 

7. Geoqraphic~l spread 

In our contact with the organised private sector we found that 
the three apex organisations already have sub-sectoral organisa

tions covering each of the industrial sub-system selected above. 
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WORK PROGRAIOIB 

The National Coaaittee on Industrial Development at its third 
aeetinq adopted a work progra1111e which it was thouqht would lead 
to the production of quidelines for the industrial aaste~~plan 
by November 1990. This has now been found to be unrealistic and 

has therefore been revised as detailed below. The ti.ainq of the 
various activitiew and the schedule of events have been affected 
by two thinqs. (1) The present ailitary adllinistration is coa
mitt~ to handinq over power to an elected civilian administra
tion by October 1992. It therefore wants, on the economic scene, 
to see the Structural Adjustaent Programae takinq root and havinq 
an impact on the effort to create a self-sustaininq and self 
reliant economy. Government also plans to issue the quidelines 
in 1990 orderly in 1991 to allow the whole process of SMID to be 

firmly on course before civilians take over in 1992. (2) 
Secondly, it anticipates the Second Industrial Development Decade 
for Africa and the Africa Industrialisation Day (Nov. 20) and 
would want the GUIDELINES to be ready, and if possible launched 

as the National Proqramme for the Second IDDA. 

The work programme therefore envisages: 

identifying industrial sub-systems from selected 
key priority sectors; 

selecting a few of these for a pilot scheme; 

conducting in-depth study of these and estab
lishing alternative scenarios for development; 

establishing Strategic Consultative Groups for the 

pilot schemes, organisinq their meetings to choose 
strategic directions for their development; 
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international experts will be brought in to trans

late the recollllended strategies into operational 

action programaes as well as aeasure aiaed at the 

policy environaent infrastructure and other sup

port activities. 

study tours 

preparing the guidelines based on experience and 

inforaation gathered in the process of dealing 

with the pilot scheae. 

After launching the Guidelines, work on the pilot sub-systems 

will continue into phase 4-implementation and monitoring, while 

work will start on other sub- systems. (For details of the work 

programme see attached) 

General Observations 

culture of Consultation 

Noting that at the heart of the whole process of strategic 

management is consultation and concerted action, the Management 

Support Group has initiated visitations to key groups and or

ganisations whose activities are relevant and critical to the 

successful orchestration of the S.M.I.D. So far, there has been 

visits led by the Chairman NCID to: 

Federal Institute of Industrial Research, Oshodi 

Raw Materials Research and Development Council 

Off ice of the President (Budget and Planning) 

Federal Ministry of Works and Housing 

Manufacturers Association of Nigeria 
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Other visits are planned for the very near future to: 

National Association of Chambers of co .. erce In
dustry, Mines and Agric· .lture 

Nigerian Eaployers Consultative Association 
Nigerian Labour Conqress 

National Electric Power Authority 
Nigerian National PetroleUJI Corporation 
Federal Ministry of Agriculture 

Federal Ministry of Mines, Power and Steel 
Several Sectoral Group Associations. 

Judginq from the interest shown in the few places visited, it is 
a worthwhile endeavour as a mean of popularising SMID/IMP as well 
as garnering support for information and data gathering. 
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SUIOIARY OP TBB AllBBDBD llC:CD 1990 WOU PRQGpMlll 

Activity 

Preparation and discussion of 

workinq paper on concept, 

objectives and strategies for 
the IMP. 

2. Technical support activities 

Bgecutinq Aqepcy/Perio4 

PAD 

January-aarch 1990 

(a) Data collection and analysis PAD/MSG 
(i) Determination and 

collation of data 

(ii) Preliminary data 
analysis 

(iii)Development of Data 

Base for the sub

systems 

(iv) Organisation of 

information, reports 

catalogue and arrange

ment for storage and 

retrieval systems 

(b) Selection of Sub-systems 

(i) Criteria for selection 

of sub-systems 

(ii) Selection of sub
systems 

(c) Sub-sector Studies 

(continuous) 

PAD/MSG/UNIDO 

National Experts 

PAD/MSG/UNIDO 

(Naticnal Experts) 

PAD/MSG 

March-May 

Mid-May 

(i) Preparation of Objec- PAD/MSG/UNIDO 

tives and TOR for rele- April-June 

vant sub-sector studies 
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(ii) Preparation of job des- PAD/HSG/UNIOO 
cription and recruitment May-June 

of national experts/ 
consultants 

'iii)Preparation of job des-
cription and recruit:Jaent PAD/HSG/UNIDO 
of international sub- May/Mid-June 
contractors 

(d) Preparation of r.o. Table 

(1985) 

(e) Preparation of Working 
Documents for SCGs 

(f) study Tour 

PAD/HSG/UNIDO 
March/Mid-June 

Mid August-Mid November 

MSG/UNIOO 
Mid Nov-Mid December 

3. Strategic Consultative Group 

4. 

11.Jl.: 

(a) TOR and operational frame

work of SCGs 
(b) Selection and inauguration 

of SCGs + one day seminar 
(c) Study of background paper 

on sub-systems 

Preparation of guidelines for 

the IMP 

PAD - Policy Analysis Depa.rtment 

MSG - Management Support Group 
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Mid Sept-Mid November 
MSG 

Mid-october 

PAD/MSG/UNI DO 

Mid Oct-Mid November 

MSG 

Mid Feb-Mid March 1991 



ACTIVITIES JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DF.C. JAN. FEB. MARCii 

1. I Prepare TOR for selected 
sub-sector studies 

2. I Prepare TOR for selected 
I.S.S. (national experts) 

3. I Prepare TOR for selected 
I.S.S: (inter. subcon) 

4. I Prepare JO for 1.2.3 

S. I Identify, Recruitment of 
National Expert~ 

6. RccruitmcDt of L •. Sub. 

7. F'icld Studies 

8. Preparation of working 
DocsofSCGs 

9. I Prepare 1.0. Table (1985) 
for Sub-Seeton 

10. I Develop TOR for SCGs 

11. I Sclcc:tion & Inauguration 
of SCGs 

12. I Orientation Workshop 

13. I Consultative Mcctinp 

14. I Preparation of Guidelines Draft 
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INDUSTRIAL ttASTER PLAN FOR NIGERIA: 

CONCEPT, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES 

BY 

ODE OJCMJ 

1. BACK6RCJUND: 

The economic crisis, which was formally admitted by 

Government in April, 1982, exposed the fragile base of 

Nigeria's industrial selector. At independence. the overall 

economic policy frame into which that of industry fitted, 

relied heavily on the operation of the market and a high 

degree of international good-will. But before the end of 

the civil war, however, it was obvious that Government had 

lost patience with the international community: and its 

faith on the efficacy of the market in directing the ~ace of 

industrial development in NigeriL had equally waned. 

Constrained, in part, by the civil war, industrial growth in 

the 1960"s was low. Indigeneous partjcipation was equally 

disappointing. The Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Decreee 

(NEPD) of 1972 (ammended 1977), intended to tilt the scale 

in favour of Nigerian entrepreneurs, failed to stimulate the 

appropriate response. It was against this background that 

the Federal Government, assisted by the revenues from the 
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petroleum sector, decided to take up the slack in investment 

in the productive sectors of the economy. In addition to 

investing in the manufacture of consumer goods, the Federal 

Government in particular, invested in the intermediate and 

capital goods sub-sectors - iron and steel, pulp and paper, 

petrochemicals and automobile assembly plants. Betwe~n the 

197o·s and early 1980·s therefore, the growth of 

manufacturing was fairly rapid, averaging some 137. during 

this period. Manufacturing as a share of GDP wa~, however, 

a dismal 67., with consumer goods accounting for well over 

707. of total MVA, and the balance of the MVA 'f less than 

307. accounted for by the intermidiate and capital goods. 

therefore, the oil eco~omy collapsed and foreign 

exchange earning capacity dropped, the fragility of the 

industrial base was dramatised. 

It is generally agreed that the difficulties which 

Nigeria's industrial sector face today are due to its over 

dependence on the external sector. As a result of this over 

dependence, Nigeia's industry is said to be characterized 

by, among other things, 

(i) the dominance of light consumer goods employing 
foreign but low level technology for the final 
processing and pac~ging of consumer goods; 

(ii) 

(iii) 

heavy dependence on 
materials, intermediate 
parts and technology; 

imported inputs raw 
and c~pital goods, spare 

low level of inter- and intra-sectoral linkages, 
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(iv) a virtual lack of engineering or basic chemical 
industries to provide the much needed industrial 
base for a self-sustaining economy; 

(v) absence of industrial diversification and 

{vi) non-competitiveness and in-efficiency. 

The net effect of the weak industrial base in Niqeria 

is that the country has been denied the potential benefits 

associated with industri~l development employment and ~he 

associated structural shifts, inter- and intra-sectoral 

stimulation through the linkage effects and the ultimate 

enhanced material well-being of the populace. Ir. addition, 

the inability of the domestic industrial sector to respond 

effectively to external shocks, largely because of the its 

non-Giversified base, puts the economy in a weat~ bargaining 

position, as well as prevents it from taking due advantages 

of developments in the external sector. 

The critical problem fac5.ng the country is. therefore. 

to the formulation of an industrial policy that is capable 

of re-dressing the ugly trend in our industrial development 

since independence. 

One major weakness of previous industri~l and indeed 

overall development plans, was that projects were planned. 

sectoral policies were articulated and incentives wEre put 

in place without adequate care regarding the effect of one 

project on another. or the disincentive effects of an 

incentive policy for activities that are not covered by the 
- 4 -



particular incentive structure etc. In addition, policies 

and programmes due to political instability and/or 

political expediency - ~ere subject to rapid changes. Worse 

still, many of the policies and programmes of Government 

were put in pldce under a near total ignorance of the facts 

and figures on the Nigerian economy. 

The ~aero-economic implications of the above situation 

are rather too obvious to warrant much elaboration. We only 

need to note the ofi-setting tendencies of inconsiste~t 

policies and incentive on the economy as a whole. 

An industrial master plan seeks to minimize the 

problems of policy, and programe inconsistencies in the 

development of a nation"s industry. This, the IMP seeks to 

achieve 

clearly 

through 

spells 

a sy~tematic policy articulation that 

cut the inter- and intra-sectoral 

relationships within industry and between industry and other 

sectors of the economy including. of course, the external 

sector. It also seeks to modernise and rationalise existing 

industries in other to enhance their efficiency and 

competitiveness as well as set up the institutional 

framework for the strategic management of the idnustrial 

sector. Conceptually therefore, the IMP is similar to 

building a dynamic general eq11ilibrium modP.l to facilitate a 

clearer grasp of the inter-sectoral resource flows and their 

implications. 
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to UNI DO (UNIDO: 1985: 3) ~ three According 

philosophical assumptions guide industrial development 

policies, namely: 

(a) The market-rationale assumption 

(bi The ~tate-rationale assumption and 

(c) The Plan-rationale assumption. 

UNIDO states that countries that adopt the 

market-rational approach to industrial development, do so 

under the pr·emise that the market is a rational al locator 

capable of stimulating innovative investment decisions 

thereby rendering it unnecessary "to have any explicit 

industrial development planning". The role of the st~te is 

to put in place a framework that ensures the free operation 

of the market mechanism. 

The state-rationale assumption on the other hand rests 

on the premise "that decision made by the state are always 

rational". Industrial development policies and decisions 

regarding projects, location, resource flows, timing etc. 

are the pre-rogatives of the state. In the so-called 

centrally planned economies, therefore, the market m2chanism 

is largely suplanted by the planning mechanism. 

Although these two extreme positions rarely coincide 

with actual practice, UNIDO cites America as typifying th~ 

market rationale assumption. 
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"Under the plan-rationale assumption, which is 

susbscribed [to] by Japan and many other newly 

industrialised countries, the premise is that while 

competitive market mechanism is indispensible, rational 

planning is fundamentally important in ach1eving industri~l 

objectives... rational develop..ent objectives are ~irst 

searched and identified and then necessary resources and 

policies including government incentives are directed toward 

the objectives in accordance with a goal-oriented strategy, 

while the inter-play of market forces are fully taken into 

consideration" (UNIDO, 1985: 3). 

It does seem that the logic of an industrial master 

plan can only be guided by th~ plan-ratiorale assumption. 

An IMP is based on the realization that while a policy of 

laissez faire can indeed stimulate private initiative, 

this form of enabling environment may net bv itself 

stimulate investment in the amount and Q~L..~Ctjo~ that can 

lead to the full realization of the set socio-economic 

objectives of the society. In other words, market forces 

cannot by themselves dictate the objectives of the society; 

but with state objectives clearly identified and articulated 

the m~rket mechanism can become a veritable 

instrument in the achievement of such objectives through the 

adoption of appropriate policy incentive packages and 

administrative guidance. It has also become obvious that 

the suppression of the objective market forces or the 
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indiscriminate involvement and/or intervention of 

Governments in the economy have not p~oduced better results. 

Surely, the market · cannot but exert its own independent 

pressure. The manipulation and moderation of this pressure 

in ways that QUide thP PCnnntay e~fectiv@1y and ettici~nt!y 

to the desired direction is a major task of the IMP. 

In short, an Il'IP can be described as a frame which 

provides for a dynamic and a regulated flow of investment 

funds and therefore a regulated industrial development in an 

environment of de-regulation. The regulation ~s exercised 

through a system of ~ndustrial incentives and institutional 

support which then allow domestic and foreign entrepreneurs 

to invest a~d operate in areas that they calculate will 

maximise their return~. A careful and sustained monitoring 

of the responses of the private entrepreneurs and the 

associated resource flows, to policy signals, in turn 

enables Gov~rnment to adjust the incentive structure and 

institutional frdme in an ef 4 ective manner. In a way, 

therefore, 

lung-term 

articulate 

the IMP is an attempt to promote medium- to 

investment through the provision of clear. 

and negotiated industrial policy. The 

negotiation is undertaken through organised consultations 

between the private and public sectors in the course of the 

plan formulation and it~ implementation. 

In Nigeria, the introduction of SAP with its outward 

manifestations biased 

appears to te more 

in 

in 

favour of the market, in practice 

line with the plan-rationale 
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assumption. The privatisation, commercialisation and the 

general de-regulatory policy frame of SAP under the wider 

u•brella of a 3-year Rolling Plan and preparations for a 

Perspective Plan all attest to the adoption of a 

plan-raiionaie assumption. in Tact, tne new industrial 

policy of Nigeria, while recognising the key role of the 

market mechanism, still makes special provisions not only 

for small-and medium-scale industries, but also provides for 

a structured package of incentives to reflect the 

peculiarities cf, and priorities attached to various 

sub-sectors of the industry. As UNIDO aptly notes, "The 

ro~e of the plan is not to have detailed investment 

programmes like in the centrally planned Economies in terms 

of investment project, timing and location [or to leave 

industrial development to the spontaneous operation of the 

market forces], but to inspire the private sector bv 

indicating the strategic direction the industry should take 

and inducing potential investors toward such direction 

through administrative guidance and incentives". (UNIDO, 

1985: 4). 

We only need to note the difficulties currently 

experienced with the "take it" package of indu~trial 

incentives to appreciate the key role o1 private-public 

ser.tor consultations in effective policy formulation and 

execution. 
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3. DBJEL .-IVES CF TIE INDUSTRIAL l'tASTER PLAN 

The key objectives of the industrial master plan can be 

suinmarized as: 

(i) the achievement of an orderly and coordinated 
industrial development; 

(ii) providing a stable environment and a negot~ated 
incentive structure necessary for medium~ to 
long-term investment by the private sector 

(iii) the domestication of the industrial process 
through the pro910tion of local sourcing of 
industrial raw materials and the development of 
do•estic technological capability; 

(iv) the enhancement of economic efficiency so as to 
improve Nigeria·s international competitiveness 
in the export of •anuf actured goods thereby 
increase the country·s eY.port earning capacity 
and reducing the burden of debt; 

( v) the ful 1 development and e>:ploi tat ion of 
Nigeria·s potentially large domestic market; 

(vi) the provision of a flexible industrial base 
capable of quick but non-disruptive adjustments 
to national and international shocks; 

(vii) the diversification and restructuring of the 
industrial base diversification strengthens 
the economy by providing a cushion for shocks 
i.e. slacks in some economic activities are 
offset by positive developments in other areas. 
while restructuring seeks in particular to 
correct the imbalance between investments in 
consumer and capital goods production; and 

(viii) the maximization of the benefits of industrial 
development lhrouqh well d~sioned inter-§Pctoral 
linkages; the benefits being. in particular. 
employment, output, material welfare and some 
degree of national prestige. 

Over the short term, therefore, the IMP seeks to 
correct the short-comings of the structure of 
industry and identify problems which must be 
resolved over the medium and long-term periods 
so that the long-term objectives are 
attainable. Industrial priorities and the 
sequence of industrial development are also 
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specified over this period. For example. the over 
dependence on imported raw materials and poor 
infrastructures are short-term problems. In the medium 
to long-term periods, depending on the resolution of 
the short-term problems, effective domestication of 
industrial structure will be pursued, e.g. 
domestication of technology and industrial skills and 
the realization of the full benefits of industrial 
novo1,.. ...... on. -- . ---r-·· .. -·. -~ n11i narl 

~-----
hv -· .._ ... ___ .... _ .. -1 ..... ~ ...... ~ ......... ... 

development already specified in the short-term. 

4. STRATEGIES FOR TIE PREPMATION AND ll'FLEl'ENTATIC»I CF TIE 

INDUSTRIAL ttASTER-Pl..AN 

In outlining the strategics for the preparation and 

implementation of the IMP, it is pertinent to sound an early 

note of warning that the focus on the private sector as the 

moving force in industrial development. and the implied 

decrease in the role of Government in directly productive 

investment. increases rather than diminish the role of the 

Government in the management of the economy. It will 

require enhanced public sector professional and technical 

skills as wel 1 developed institutional and political 

frameworks. 

qualified and less competent than those to be manag_ed. IQ 

~~...!!.rtners in progress the public and orivat~~secto~ 

ope_i:a tor:-s ___ mus~- b~_ eq_L~~J __ pai:-_t_r:-i_~~s_i_ri_k~_o~J_e~-g~--~n_c;t __ ~t.~J l_s_. 

In the preparation of the IMP~ there must be a blend of 

politics, business and technical work. Government in 

cooperation wjth the private sector will set the targets and 

priorities that will guide the technical work, and the 

target setting must, in part, be guided by data and 
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information generated and ar.alysed by technicians. And both 

Government and technical experts must be in constant 

inter-action with the 

beneficiary of the IMP. 

<i-~•~+-.+.; ........ -·-..-----·· -- ___ ...,. .. 

business 

TMD ...... 

sector the target 

invulv~~ three main 

phases. (Richard F., 1989: 1). The first phase involves 

the •forinulation of the strategic guidelines for the IMP and 

the setting up of the institutional framework for the 

strategic management of the industrial sector. Phase two 

involves the for•ulation of strategic investment and action 

programntes for industrial development, while phase three is 

to implemen.: and monitor the investment and action 

programmes. 

In simple language~ the three interrelated phases imply 

first identifying and analyzing the problem of the 

industrial sector. Based on the analysis of the problems 

identified~ design the appropriate investment strdtegies 

with given levels of investment related to time specific 

growth targets. In order to ensure that investments are 

undertaken and targets met~ a strategic management and 

monitoring of the investment programme is put in place. The 

constant monitoring of the responses of private sector 

investments to given incentives~ provides the guide to 

appropriate adjustments when necessary. 

The preparation of the IMP therefore involves the 

following steps: 
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(i) Data Collection: 

the collection. collation and analysis of existing data 
on the Nigerian economy. This exercise is to provide a 
guide for the selection of priority sub-sectors for an 
indepth study. 

(ii) Choice of Priori~y Sub-Sechlrs: 

the analysis of existing data will help in the chpice 
of priority sub-sectors as measured in general by the 
sub-scetor·s potential for employment generation, 
competitiveness, linkage effects etc. In the choice of 
priority sectors due eaphasis must also be placed on 
the distinction between docnestic resource based 
industries (DRBis) and foreign resource based 
industries (FRBls) so as to maximise both the linkage 
effects and the enhancement of the adoption of foreign 
technology. 

In the case of Malaysia~ UNIDO found that a broad based 
definition of a priority industry carried with it 
certain defects, viz, 

(a) the difficulty of identifying an industry as 
having priority over others because industries 
inter-relate with each other and have linkages 
with other sectors of the economy. 

(b) a priority ranking of industries may lead to 
excessive resource flow to the prioriti:ed 
industry to the neglect of others thus creaitng 
undesirable distortion of the industrial sector 
and 

(c) because a given industry contains a wide range of 
products from simple to sophiscated and 
competitive to non-competitive, <1 blanket priority 
ranking of an industry may e~d up protecting 
already competitive products or those with 
"dubious prospects for comparative advantage" 
(UNID0 4 1985: 25). 

The way out of 
1
the problem is to identify priority 

products ~nd product groups within industries 
instead of a priority industry. The criteria for 
product selecticn include potentials for 
comparative advantage. applied in a dynamic rather 
than static conte~t, Pxisting products considered 
essential for national economy, "but currently 
suffering from inefficiency and 
noncompetitiveness ••• and those to be promoted ~s 
export-oriented products". (UNIU0 4 1905: ~6). In 
respect of Nigeria, we need to add other cr1ter1a 
such as products with great potentials for use of 
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(iii) 

local raw materials and those products with 
potential for rapid diffussion of technological 
knowledge. In general priority ranking of a 
product or product group must be related to one or 
two of the industrial development goals. 

It is 
products 
must be 

obvious, however, that the choice of 
or product groups for priority attention 
based on an indepth sub-sectoral studies 

In-Dep~h S~udy of Sub Sec~ors 

The in-depth study of priority sub-sectors will form 
the pivotal point in the preparation of the IMP. These 
sub-sectoral studies adopting the format already 
i::-.-fected by the PAD in its sub-sect.oral studies wi 11 
examine the current status of industries in each 
sub-sector, identify fact.ors affecting the development 
of each of the sub-sectors, establish common patterns, 
determine market potential and develop appropriate 
models to predict future trends (5ee for example PAD 
1989 and UNIDO 1985: 24). The sub-sectoral studies 
will also privde the relevant information necessary for 
the assessment. or determination of the market 
inclinations of various products or product groups. 
(!:ee UNIDO. 1985: 28), as regards their e>:port or 
domestic market potentials. In other words. though 
public focus stresses the need for the e>:port of DRBis 
rather than the pr~ducts of FRBis, a detailed analysis 
examing in particular comparative advantages 
elasticities and market size for products will guide 
the "strategic development directions". A critical 
analysis of e~port incentives on non-traded goods and 
import-substitute ventures will be critical in 
harmonizing the incentive structure. (For an example 
of Shift Analysis, see Okoye, 1989). 

(iv) Providing a ttacro-Fra19eWC>rk 

The sub-sectoral studies will provide the ~nput into 
the Macro-Framework. The macro·-economic fr-cimeworl·. 
employing given sub-sector~! targets. will enable 
projections of GDP and sectoral contributions to the 
GDP, the investment requirements etc. Any changes in 
sectoral targets growth rates which are fed into the 
model can be simulated to assess the resulting changes 
in industrial growth. In other words. the macro-model 
can, under alternative scenarios, be simulated to 
determine the desired path of industrial development or 
to make alterations to initial plans (see Owosekun and 
Cleron~ 1989). Such simulations will also allow for 
comparisons on export/domestic mar~et potent1~ls of 
DRBis and FRBis. CUNIDO 1985: 20). 
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(v) Investment Reguire.ents 

(vi) 

The volume and pattern of investments necessary for the 
successful implementation of the IMP is specified for 
each sub-system with clear targets set not only for 
each of the sub-systems, but clearly reconciled wit~ 
the overall aggregate targets set for the economy. In 
other words, investments and their related short and 
long term targets which are set in one sub-system must 
-JI-.--~-.; 'I 
UUYC't..CS..A..&. .:-~- -~ .... -- -··'--- .. --~---..&.II~'-' ""'~1n::1 ::.iuu ::.7:..~w:-n•=-

industrial system in which ~he overall objectives can 
be effectively achieved. 

Infrastructural Support 

Suppose an instantaneous improvement in energy supply, 
regular flow of clean water, for home and industry, 
reliable telephone system and a speedy delivery of 
raails. These improvements, will mean that large sums 
of foreign exchange used for purchase and maintenance 
of stand-by generators will be released, investments in 
bore-holes and heavy over head tanks will stop and 
unnecessary costly business travels by executives and 
their subordinates will be reduced. The net effect 
will be to free large sums of funds for capital 
investment, reduce the overhead costs of production 
with a consequent lowering of product prices. In other 
words, an improved infrastructural support for industry 
will enhance the efficiency and competitiveness of the 
sector. 

A sustain~ble growth and development of industrv must 
therefore have as its major imput, a reliable 
infrastructur~l support. The sub-~ectoral studies must 
include the examination of the infrastructural 
requirements for each sub-sector. Sub-sectoral growth 
targets calculated in the sub-sectoral studies must 
determine and state the minimum required level. by 
types, of infrastructural support necessary for the 
realization of target growth rates. An explicit 
consideration of the role of infrastructure in 
industrial development through the IMP will perhaps 
force policy to focus on ~µsta1nabl~ rather than rap1d 
growth. 

Perhaps the special role of information flow as part of 
the infrast~uctural support should be mentioned. With 
the focus on the private sector under the IMP. timely 
and accuratr· flow of information is vital in order that 
the uncertainties in the business environment will be 
reduced to calculable risks and their a~~oc1ated 

returns. Uncertainties resulting not only from policy 
inconsistencie5. but also from distorted and delaved 
information flows can encourage sharp bus1ness 
practices which in turn breeds mutual suspicions 
between policy makers and private sector operators. 
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(vii) lnctitutional Support: 

Many of the existing institutions are in line with the 
requirements for the preparation and implementation of 
the IMP. These include NCID, IDCC, RMRDC, SON IIPC 
etc. at the policy level and MAN, NASSI~ NACCIMA. 
Bankers Coaamittee and all relevant private sector 
organizations both large and small at the private 
sector level. The flow of informaiion between these 
i:iud.i~'!:» a11u regular inl:eractJ..on will promote the sp_iri t 
of consultation and cooperation between them. The IMP 
should be the product of all the actors concerned with 
industrialization in the country rather than a document 
of Government for the private sector to accept or 
reject. The involvement of the Strategic Consultative 
Groups (SCG) is to ensure the effective participation 
of the private sector in the preparation and 
implementation of the IMP. 

(viii) Finance: 

An orderly development of the industrial sector will 
require an orderly flow of the needed finances. The 
priority attention to be paid to a sub-sector or 
products/product groups, will also need prioritv flow 
of resources. Industries cannot take full advantage of 
fiscal incentives from Government if their investment 
requirement5 cannot be financed or if fiscal incentives 
are more than off-set by interest rate disincentives. 
In the normal functioning of an economy it is e}:pected. 
for example, that changes in ca~acity utili=ation in 
inudstry will exert some influence on the interest 
rates. A decline in capacity utilization will. £_et~i:.-!...~ 

Q~_cib_µ_~. exert a downward pressure on interest rates: 
while increases in cape~ity utilization or net 
additions to existing capacity are likely to e>:ert an 
upward pressure on interest rates. Our e~:perience 
since SAP, during which period banks have grown in 
number from 45 in 1985 to about 90 in 1989~ has shown 
the rather non-correllated growth between the financial 
system and the industrial sector. Interest rates are 
in double digits Just as indu~trial capacity shri.nlr; to 
very low levels. The relationship between industry and 
the financial system must be studied and streamlined if 
the dreams of the industrial master plan are to be 
realized. 
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CRITERIA FOR Tl£ IDENTIFICATION OF 

INDUSTRIAL SUB-BYSTEl't& FOR THE INDUSTRIAL t'IASTER PLAN 

INTRODUCTION1 A key strategy of the Industrial Master Plan (IMP) 

is the provision of a fra....ark that allows for a dynamic and 

rwgul•ted tlow ot investlllt!!llt funds into areas ot industrial 

production that have been desi9nated priority area•J the objective of 

which i• to achieve an orderly and coordinated indus~rial development 

for Nigeria. A• UNIDO aptly notes, 

"The role o1 th9 plan i• not to have detailed investment 

progra11Nnes like in centrally planned economies, in terms of 

investment project, timing and location, but to inspire the 

private sector by indicating the strategic direction the 

industry should take and inducing potential investors toward 

such direction through administrative guidance and 

incentives". (Cited in OJowu, 01 199019 Emphasis added) 

One way by which the strategic direction in industry is inrticated is 

through the choice ~f priority sub-systems with their associated 

policy requirement5. A sub-system'• approach to industrial policy 

stratevy, in the ultimate, takes due congnisance of differences in 

the developmental needs and operational requirements of various 

industriee and therefore seeks to design policies to meet the 

requirements of each sub-system, but mindful of the overall systems 

context into which each of the sub-systems fit. 
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II CONCEPT CF A sus-SYBJEtt, 

Convention•lly, a mod•rn economy is dividlPCI into three bro•d sectors: 

l!.~icul tu~ __ <s:ri-ry production)• indu•try (.-candary production) 

and ..rvic .. (t•rtiary praduction). For th~ purposes of, perhaps, 

isol•ting either A problem, or a potential for aMalysis and policy 

focus, each of the sectors can b& further sub-divided into 

sub-sectors. In the case of the industrial sector, for exa•ple, 

beverages or autOMObile ta4lnifac~ure can be identified as sub-sectors 

of the industrial sector. A sub-sector is, therefore, a functional 

sub-division of • sector based on the orincioal Production activity 

of such a sub-sector. 

A sub-system, on the other hand, is an industrial net work which may 

include one or several industrial sub-sectors, that is organisad 

either around a technolpgv. a resource or a market, for example. The 

concept of a sub-system ia, therefore, a relational rather than a 

functional one. For example, a sub-system organised around the 

resources, oil and gas, will include not only the induetrial 

sub-sector concerned with oil and gas extraction, but also refining, 

upstream and downstream petrochemicals (including fertilizers) and 

even the distribution of petroleum products. In other wordg, !!__ 

sub-system grouos together a number of industries with 

characteristics similar enoygh <e.g. resoyrce or technological 

requirements> to allow for a certain degree of commonality in the way 

a qiyen pglicy or incentive affect• th• group pr the aub-•v•tem. 

Sub-sy•tem• m•y also b• r•lated to one another. For •Hample, the 

agro-allied sub-system consistinq of textil•, food processing and 

rubber products industries, c•n be rel•ted to the chemical and 
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petro-chemical sub-systt!ft'I through the fertilizer and insecticide 

requirements for prim.ry •gricultura! production, or •ven directly 

through chemical additives needed for food preservation or chemicals 

needed for textile production. We can also cite the pervading 

relatior.ahip between the equiptMtnt and MlQin .. rino products 

sub-system and all other industri•s in the economy. In this way the 

sub-systms create linking "bridgew• to an• anot.._r to form an 

industrial system as • sector within the economy. 

I :: I DUTERIA FOR D«>ICE OF stJB-BYBTEl'IS 

The criteria for the choice of •ub-system for the IMP must have as 

their reference point the overall socio-economic objectives of the 

Nation. The macro objectives as articulated in the Structural 

Adjustment Programme include, inter - alia, 

the restructuring and diversification of the productive base 

of the economy, the achievement of fiscal and balance of 

payments viability over the medium-term period, laying the 

foundation for a sustainable, non-inf lamationary or 

minimal-inflationary growth and the lessening of the 

dominance of public sector in productive investment in 

f«vour of an enhac•d private sector role. 

Accordingly, Government is expected to shift emphasis from direct 

productive investm•nt to promotin~ an enabling environment and ~ther 

incentives to the private sector so •• to intensify the growth 

potentials of the private sector. The indu•trial sector i•, no 

doubt, pivotal to the achievement of the socio-economic objective• of 

th• country. However, it must b• not•d that the achi•v•m•nt of th• 

overall aocio-economic objective• of th• •oci•ty will need to pool 

r••ource• far beyond the resourc•• that c•n be availabl• to the 

industrial •ector. 
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While. therefore, t.he indu•trial S@Ctor must contribute significantly 

t.o ttw achievement of the ••cro-obj@Ctivt!S 9 it. must, front the 

operational view point of the IMP, do so Nit.h ~rticular reference to 

t"- 90Cio-econa.ic objectives as outlined in t"- Nation·• industrial - -
policy. This •narrow• focus Nill pe,..it t."- industry t.o utilise it.s 

r"'9SCll1rces more eff..:t.ivelly and prevent t.he eect.or fro. at.t.e.pting t.o 

do t.oo .uch only to achiev. very lit.ti•. 

The wpec:ific objective. of the industrial policy fro. which the 

criteria for the sel.ction of sub-systems -.sst emanate include• 

a. provision of greater -ployment opport.unitiies 

b. increased export of •anufact:ur.c:I goods 

c. dispersal of industries 

d. improvement of domestic technol~ical skills 

e. increased local content of industrial output 

f. increased private sector participation in the •anufacturing 

sector. (S.. FMl1 Industrial Policy of Nigeria p.12) 

These objective• are not new, but the failure to achieve them in the 

past was blamed largely on an inarticulate industrial policy, the 

structure of industry that relied heavily on foreign inputs, near 

abtl9nc• of public - private sector interface and poor •anavement 

strategies. 

To achieve the above objectives therefore, the following criteria 

must ouid• the choice of industrial sub-systems for the IMPs 

1. Linkaaw Pqtwotialw. In order to domesticate the 

indu•trial base, indu•tries must display the potential for 

back-ward and forward linkages with the rest of the 

economy. Such linkage effect• will in fact promote other 
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obJectiv.s of industrial pol.le~ .. .uch •• .1ncr'9ased 

s.11-euttici.wncx WJd P. •Uc RM llagtlal Bpyrcing - - -
Pa\wnt;iala Sub-ayat- that pro110t• th9 u- of local 

pri .. ry ra• .. t.ri.al• Mill not anly incMt.- ttu -11 t.ino 

of pri .. ry r ..... t.rial praducttrS but al90 .nhanc• th. 

induatri.al capability of ~ country thrauQh the 

W'ICOUr&Q_,t a'f local proc-•ino a'f i.nduatrial inputs. It 

will alsa help ta devwlop the .. 1t-.uff.1cit1ney capability 

through, in particular, the incr.a .. in ttYA. Local aourci.nQ 

of raM -..teriala Nill cantribut• to the d.,,.lop.-ent of the 

dom99tic 11Arket a• well aa reduce the C9ntral and di•ruptiv. 

role of foreign exctyng• in our industrial develos-ent. 

3. Dqentic Rngyrce BaHd lnduwtrJ,n <DR&I•l n Fqrwj,qn 

Rngurcw IMHcl Ioduatrin CfRll•> 4Dd ttwir Klckwt 

Poteotiala/Oriwotatiqn, Although the policy RftaPh•si• i• on 

the developmmt of DRBia it i• not auta.atically true th.t 

DRBI• will b9 110re CD11petitiv• than the FRBia. A lot Mill 

depend on such variables aa •laaticity -aaur_, Qrowth 

potentials, market size and comp.titian. The development of 

DRBI• must be carefully balanced by th• appropriate choice 

of FRBia so as to tap the full benefits of •Kport promotion 

through both the ~RBI• and FRBia a• well a• the promotion of 

technological dwvelo~t and adaptation. SOMW aub-ayatelftS 

which ••Y b9 DR8Ia FRBJa, havw doubl• or caMpoaite 

orientation in their products range. A car•ful delineation 

of th .. • potential• in an invwat.ent action programme will 

b• critical in tapping thtt full advantag .. of foreign 

~•chnology and local posaibiliti••· _,_ 



4. Pot90tial fpr C:O.DWt.it:iymns md Nn Pcpduct CrwatiQrl 

The ulti .. te i•portance and, therefore, the priority 

att•ched to ilf1 industry or a sub-system, derives from Nhat 

it produces or hilr the potenti•l to produce. We note also 

ttyt even within an industry or a sub-system, cost 

atructur .. and .. rk•t orientation• Nill vary a.ang 

products. The operational basis for the development and 

pr090tion of a 11Ub-sV11te9 .. 111 go beyond a blanket focus on 

the whole sub-sv-tem. fpr each sub=svste9 identified a• 

priority, the prodycts or prociuct groups that actually give 

the sut.-.vstet1 • priprity rankina -..st be clearly known. 

The product or product groups tdl 1 be exa•ined for their 

comparative advantage, focusing attention on the dynamic 

rather than static coa1parative advantages those 

products/product groups more suitable to domestic market 

will alao be identified. In addition, the sub-system's 

potentials for creatinQ new products over time will be ~n 

additional criterion for selection. ~~w product creation 

carries the clear advantage, either for dome•tic or 

international markets, of giving an industry a lead role in 

the market for the product(•) so created. A focus on 

products and product groups also carries the added advant•g• 

in the sequwncing of investment action programmes regarding 

products that need immediate development and those that need 

to be developed in the inedium to-long-term periods. The 

focus on products and product groups carries the policy 

advantage of •••i•ting in con•tructing an effective tariff 

structure for the country. 
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A sub-syste• th•t h.s the pottHltial for product 

to take advantage of the econa.ies of scale, will contribute 

aignificantly to the •aero objectives of enhanced employment - -- -
opportuinti•s and stable orowth with •ini .. l inflationary 

This group of industries could be new ones or ttwy could be 

existing induatries in need of rationalization and 

.octernization in order to achieve their potential, or they 

could be both groups. Below 1• • sc._..tic illustration of 

a list of ••Jar priority product groupa for industries in • 

sub-systt!ftl and their pot~tial• and developmental 

requirements. 

INDICATIVE PRIORITY PRODUCT 0ROlP9 
FOR DEVELDPl£NT, l'IARKET ORIENTATION, 
RATIONALIZATION/l'KJDERNIZATIDN 

SUS-SYSTEM A 

Industry For 
Developt19ent 

Major Products 
for Development 

Major Products 
fora 

EM port Domestic 
Market Market 

Maj or Sub-Sec tc 
for 
Ration.ali 
zation/ 
Modernization 

Industry p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6 p1,p4,p5,p8 p2,p3,p4, sub-aectorl 

1, •••• • • • • • • pn pb, p9 sub-aector3 

2, •••• etc aub-sector6 

3, ••••••• etc. 

4, ••••••• 

s, •••••• 

p • product. 
Adapted from UNIDO (1985127) 
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:>. Jodust.rl•l Di•ftrHl • &!QloyMOt. Pot.wotJ.als 

A network of indu•triws requirino relatively ••all capital 

labour-intensive in oper•tion• should be d@Signated priority 

industrie9. Because such industrie. will be relatively e•sy 

to .. t up in .ny p&rt of the country, they will help to 

spread the ••terial benefits of industrialization. Their 

l•baur-intensiveness will prDltDte the diffusion of industrial 

skills throughout the country, and contribute to the 

reduction of unemploy•ent. More i•portantly, these 

indu•tries will be a boon to rural development and help to 

ate. rural - urban drift. 

6. Jwc:bnalggy P[Q!Qtipn Potwnti•l The ability to create, 

innovate and adapt technique• of production are crucial to 

sustaining the tempo of industrialization. Technology, 

defined aa the knowledge to design, create, adapt and even 

manipulate the industrial environment, i• the key input to 

industrialization. We must understand, in our search to 

develop technology, that a machine is not technology - it is 

the product of technology. The manipulation of a machine is 

not technology - it i• a technical •kill. A technician must 

be able to understand how an equipment operates, must be able 

to ••rvice and generally mair~ain the equipment and keep it 

in a workino condition. Technological skill• must involve 

the ability to design and fabricate machines and equipment, 

or create new ideas that will lead to the desion of new 

machines to solve problems that are unique to our induetr~al 

land•cape, e.g. the development of labour - augmenting rather 

labour-dieplacino technology •• • conscious policy undP.r the 

I.M.P. Indu•tri•• that h•ve the potential for technological 
-e-



development should b• designated priority industries under 

tt. I.'1.P. 

7. Bt.rawaJ.c IndywtrJ.n In Nnd gt Dwyelgmwot.. Mpdernizat.ioo 

ancl/gr 84\igoalJ.za\ipn A network of industries strategic to 

industrial take off, ~pecially in basic .Ogin .. ring And 

equipment and in chelaical and p.trochelaical areas need to be 

designated as priority industri•• for development. SUch 

industries are expect.ltd to fabricate/aManufactur• basic 

capital equipment, tools, spare parts and components. If 

they are already in existence and are performing poorly, due 

to faulty policy articulation or structure of ownership etc, 

they should be modernized and/or rationalized ao as to 

provide the needed impetus to industrial take-off. 

8.1 8ASIC INFRA8TRlXjTIJRES, We note that basic infrastructures 

on which industri•l p•rformanc• depend• op•rat• outeide the 

authority of the Federal Ministry of Industries. Such 

infrastructures as water, energy, transport, 

communications,f inance, each come under a separat• 

authority. For the purposes of preparing and implementing a 

successful I.M.P., crucial infraetructures should be 

considered a sub-system and be declared priority areas by the 

. Federal Government so that they b• planned and developed 

alon9 with the other aspects of the I.M.P. 

e.2 tfwt4n R9WQUrc .. MAo•amn.,t 

If past and r•c•nt •wperiences in Nioeria'• national economic 

management in general, and modern •ector management in 

particular, are anything to go by, then HUMAN RESOURCES 

MANAGEMENT should b• declared a priority infrastructure tor 
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priority develo~t. Hu••n r••ource• manag~t ia perhaps 

1110re cr\Jcial to the success of the I.M.P. t~n any other 

physical infrastructur~. For, on it depends evRl'l the proper 

developtaent and .. intl!nance of physical infrastructures. 

11any laudable socio-economic projects in Nigeria have fallen 

on the rock• of hu..n encounter as authorities clash in the 

political, boardrao. And .anag....,t arenas. For a s.aoth, 

take - off ttw I.M.P. a viable "tec:tV\olaoy• in the 

develop.aent and •anage.ent of hu•an resources is the absolute 

key. 

Finally, we should note that the criteria set forth are not 

mutually exclusive. There is logically, a consider~ble 

overlap between one criterion and others. Equally to be 

noted, is the fact that a sub-system may simultaneously 

possess many of these criteria. Indeed the more of these 

criteria a giv~n sub-system possesses the higher will be its 

priority rating. 
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r.111 E ANll FUNl.llONS UF STRATEGIC CONSULTATIVE GROUP (SCG) 

lltr l1i.l11·~1rlnl H:tc;trr l'lnn t~ thP operational duna111~nt which guides 

thr 4'tr:itrP.f•- ir..:rn:i~f'11ent of the lndustrlal sector. The ..:!in objective of 

str:itf'Jtfr 111:in:i1trmrnt of thP Industrialization process ls to prOllOte. support 

and manaRP >''" :t cont I nmmc:: 1-~!!>ls, the progressl\ ~ develo~nt of a co•petltlve • 

eff tdent. dynaak otnd I ntl'Jtrated industrial sector which vlll contribu~e . 
tf' thP nvf'r:tll 11udernl:r.:1tlon and growth of the country. Countries such as 

•:ir:in. lt1•1·r:i. '1:1 I :tys I a :md Indonesia have adopted this approach and in the 

l:ic;t fev yr:trs. a number of African countries such as Cote d'Ivoire. Guinea. 

l:t!'lrrnl'n h.wr hern assisted by UNIOO in introducing and i•proving strategic 
i 

mnn:tRemf'nt ••f their respective Industrial sectors. This approach is timely 

:I': ft romrlc•1111•11tc; th.- Struc-tural Adju!lt•ent Progra-e initiated in many 

Thf' :irrri•:wh Is hac;e1I 1ln a systea of consultative mechanism between 

(:o,..f'rnment. fndnstrlaJ fsts and other concerned actors in the foraulation, 

'"'r'•"!!rnt.1t Inn :trnl m••nllc•rfnr. nf objectives. strategies and art ion programmes 

f1•r the pr1•~rcssl11l' :tn•I ·lynamlc devrlopment of" a selected ·nu•ber of industrial 

c;ul•-c;yslt>ms whlrh pr.-srnt nppc•rtunit!es for an efficient and competitive 

network of lnclu!'ttrf:tl :tt"'tlvltJP!'t. The core of the consultative aechaniaa is 

the ~-~..!!I!~. Consultati!._e ~-roup (SCG) to which all the .. jor actors that is. 

m:m11f:'lrt11rrr•:. ~urpl ft>rs of raw materfals/inputR, technology experts, 

f!.1n~I'''''''''"· 1lto.:trth11ri>r•;, rnnsum<>· ·• finance houses, labour organlsatlon, 

1•111·1 Ir II( 1111 ,, .. ;, l'td In· rnakrrR nnd rol lry executorA belong. An SCG i• formt•cl 

fc•r r:'lrl1 I 111111•:1rtn1 ~uh-sv~t<'m. 

1hP rPsp1>nslhllfry nf each SCG ts to formulate, implement and monitor 

decf!'tfon!'I wfth respt>ct to ft~ sub-system. The forum presents all actors from 

tho• r.•wrrnn11•11r. f'rlvnrr ~rrrr•r :tncl Jn!'lt ftution!'I rn dfA<'llRR, Fxcluange viewA/ 

'· 
1•pl11l··11·:, :ir.11•1• 1111 wn)•o.; :iml mt>nns of dt>veloping each sub-system in order tu 

"'" ,., 111 ,1, .. : I 11•11 nhlert fvr~. 
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r·,·nrlu!'>fon~ eaeq~e through a process of consultation and co-operation. 

c;ln.-c' th,- ''"'rut ls their work, acceptance, comaitaent, dedication and 

11n1lrr .. ~"'""~ ··f wh11t '" ... , ..... t~d nr ........ ftf'tnr IR ftRrfled "I'""· Mutual 

rnnffdenre and planninR ls involved henc~ implementation is easier. All 

aeabers develop a group interest to ensur~ their sub-systea succeeds. Very 

~non, thf'se SCGs vill be constituted and work begins in earnest. 

fhf s Is a aajor departure froa past practice where there hardly 

e~f sted ~ny regular institutional fraaevork for ~onsultation and/or foruaulation 

"r :tC'tlc•nc;, rl:tns, progra-es for the industrial sector. Hitherto the 

rr:1rtfC'r v:1~ that Covern•ent acted and privated Gector reacted. Consequently, 

thrrr vrre frequent inconsistencies, conflicts and aisinterpretations of 

r:c•\·rrnm('nl: :trt Ion often times resulting in wrong sigra1s to the private sector. 

lt fc; r~r('rted that the coordination and consultative mechanism both within 

R•'\"('rnm('nl :md In private sector vill help attain a unique approach combining 
-. 

rnrtnershfr with praR91allsm to the process of industrial planning and 

mnn:t~~mcnt In Nlger~a. 

r----------t! NCID \----...-. Hana~ement Support 
·Group 

l l1•1·hnl~:1i. Surrnrt 
11 

<.n1up 

Strategic Consultative Groups (SCGs) 
Manufacturers, Producers of Raw 

Materials etc. 

1111• l'r"Jlnrnttnn of nn lnduAtrfnl HftStf'r Pinn ; stR of serie. 
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"'" '''"" :tnol :irt hit ie!; whtch have to be syRte .. tically considered. naese 

,rt(·:!:'"" '-":iq· frmA ,,hase to phase. The SCG play critical role in every 

rh:tc;P of rrrr:ir:ttfon of the IMP. 

Phase I oi the IMP starts with the segaentation of the industrial 

sector Into industrial ~ub-systeas. Once tne aub-ayateas selected 

11 Str11teKfc Comml Utlve Croup (SCC) is formed for each aub-syatea. The 

tdenttflcation and selection of participants are b•sed on the illportance of 

thrlr n•lrc: In t hr funct1onlnR and perfor1111nce of the sab-aystea. All the 

l'l:t t<'r :irtc•rs ~H:mufac:tureri1, Rav Material Supplier. Transporter. Publi.: 

ntllltlr<:, l'ullrv H:iker/ExPcutnr (Local Governaent, State and Federal), Labour 

l'n I 1•n. Fl n:mc-r llous2!1, Labour Organlsat ion. Chaabers of Cotmerce. ~tc.) are 

:trrolntPd :t" mrm~~~s. The c:omrosition of P-Ach sub-system must ensure maximum 

fnvolvrmrnt of rr1rvant actors. Quality of representation is also crucial. 

Representation should be at deciston making and operational level or equivalent 

tn order to ensure effective participation. commitment to ~onclusions and 

successful lmplementatton. 
., 

The SCGs have various functions at different phases of preparing the 

Industrial HKster Plnn. Pha!le I consist& of formulation of strategic guide-

lines for the plan. Phase II - formulation of actiryn prograamaes and Phase Ill -

mohtlf7.ntlon ~r reffources, implrmentation and aonitoring. 

Jn Phn~P I, the SCGR are expected to undertake the !oilowlng 

1. R~vlrw th~ efficiency, competitiveness and performances 

2. Identify the constraints and bottlenecks 1n the 

orr.nnisatton and functinnln,. of each sub-system; 

3. ldrnltfy capacities required for the developm .. nt of \. 

:111 rrrtrt.-nt ('omrt>tltfve 11uh-flyl"tem; 

••• / '1 
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4. F.xamlne the role of Government in the sub-systems, that 

is, regulatory and incentict fraaework, fiscal regiae, 

the public enterprises, the supporting institutions 

(training, financial technology, quality control), the 

physical infrastructure, utilities; 

Oiagram of coaposition of a Strategic Consultative Gro!U> 

e.g. Textiles Sub-syste9 

..., .... 
c 
Cl 
n ,. 

n c:: 
Ill 

i 

Input producers say cotton growers 

other input producers. 

Textile manufacture~ 

industrialists 

Public utlliti~: . 

. g. NEPA, Nitc::., 

Water Corporation, 

Environmental agerici .. · 
etc. 

Fed. Min. of 

Industries 

Fed. Min. of 

Agriculture 
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S. Formulate strategy for progressive development/ 

restructuring of the sub-system. This strateg' 

will include objectives to be pursued, priorities, 

. 
targets and time sequence with regard to the 

11arkets to be served, pr~ducts to be aanufactured, 

industrial organiration to be prOllOted, ~echnology 

and acquisition o( skills, in~estaent and sources 

of financing etc. 

6. Preparation of an integrated report ~:th~ strategic 

guideline of the IMP. 

This Phase is about· to conaence. The NCID Secretariat has set in .. 
aotlon the aechanism of action. A work programme is already drawn up and .. 
vlll be d:scussed later. Work o~_thls Phase is expected to be completed 

on or before October, 1990. 

Pha~e 11: consists of develoi~ent of action program-~ to implement strategies. 

SCGs actlvlties will revolve around action on: 

coherent s~t of policies and measures ro improve the 

administrative, regulatory, fiscal and incentive 

framework. These measures should be consistent with 

the macro-economic and other sectoral economic policies 

and programmes of Government. 

set of actions and supporting investments to improve 

the organization and efficiency of the service~ ·required 

by the industrial activities and to develop the required 

human, terhno 1 oR Ira l and phyaical cap•cit iea. 

tdenttf tcntlon of industrial investments to be promoted 

for the establishment of new industrial activities and 

r~r th~ rehabilitation of e:isting ones • 

• • • / h 

. .. 
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in Integrated technical and financial assistance 

rroRrannne to support the iapleaentation of action _ 

programae and to be presented to donor institutions/ 

countries. 

determination of roies of various actors r·d given 

tar~et.dat•• of completion. Role• can cbang~ depending 

on sub-ayateaa. 

Phase Ill: consists of iapleaentation, and aonitoring of the strategies 

and actions progra .. es including aobilization of resources (Local and 

i Foreign) of the industrial sub-systeaa. 

Under this Phase, the secs in co-operation with the Technical Support 

l'nft of the Federal Ministry of Industry will take decisions related to the 

artf~n rr~Rrammes, evaluate and map out means of aobilisin~ 0

resources at all 

1f'\"f'1c; - within Government, Private Sector and donor countries o.r multi-

n:Hf1•n1l lnc;tttuttons such as World Bank, UNDP, ~100 et<". •c implementation 

n1~o c;r .. t1c; out expected role of each major actor with a view to achieving 

progressive and dynamic development of the sub-syltems. 

The above functions t11uAtrnte the crucial role of the Strategic 

Conaultative Group in the whole planning process. It is clear that the 

r•eponsibilities are heavy and time consuming. However, secs will be assisted 

at all times. There will be timely analysis of data provision of information, 

nc; we11 ns rresentatton of alternative scenarios and courses of action. 

Guidance will be provided to ensure consistency between the choice of sub-

svstems and IHP and overall perspective plan for the country. There will 

be nation~l and international consultants to provide local and international 

expertise and advice for the review of the diagnosis and the finalization 

nf ~trntf'~f Ps of the key selected industrial sub-systems. Assi11tance will 
\ 

nlr.1• t-r r.h·<'n fn the preparation and coordination of all reports • 

. . . /7 
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r\·•·r,:thln~ 111:iy not he SllOoth sailing. There are so•e people vho have 
aLJ. 

-;f ronR rf<,nht .,thr Coverm1ent' s cn-tt•ent to 9uch strategic unageaent 

:irrro:trh. Thrrr will he <"nnflft"t of Interests. pres9ut·e of vork. time 

cnnstralnts. f fn:lnclal probleas etc. In spite of these conceivable probleas. 

the consultative *nd coordination aechania. should generate confidence. 

flexlhtllty ftnd rationale conclusions on issues. This is the aodel of 

con-;ultntlnns .... ,ny hodles and lndlvlduals had recom11ended over ti•e. Individuals, 

ln~tltutfons, associations, public officers 11Ust be prepared to participate 

; 
:wtlvrh· In thr rrnl"ess of aeaningful industrial developaent of this country. 

In thr fln:'ll :m:tl\'sfs. It b the lnduatt'_al sector that will be the 118jor 

~rnrftrt:'lry ,,f the improved consultation and co-operation betveen Government/ 

ln•fo!':t rfa If sts thereby creating an efficient and competitive industrial 

rm:lrnnm,•r-t th:tt will achif've the aims and objectives of national development 

ohjel"tfvf's. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 

a) IMP seeks to formulate a systematic prograllnle of action designed 

to attain the d~slred development objectives. 

h) F.mphasls is on consultation, cocrdination and co-operation 

amongst all major actors both within Government and in the 

private sector, and the approach combines partnership with 

r) rtnnnlng nnd structuring envisages proper coordination of 

E'Cnnomfc f'Olfcfes. 

d) Ratfnnnl selertfon of sub-systems. 

t) ~tlertfon of ~trnteRlc ronsultative Groups that waulu ~onsist 

nf 1tll m~jnr nctors tn each sub-system. , 
fl !'CC:•: l.'f 11 form11l:ttc- thr ~tritt.-gf<' gutctellnf'H for the IMP 

\ 

I 11 1 lie· (I rc;t l'h:l~l'. Thi~ Is expected to be completed by 

N1•\'r•n1h«'1 fr•r lnC'lu~lon In the 1991 Ructget and Pen;pective Plan . 

. . . I~ 
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r' Artldtle~ of SCGs In the sect'nd and third Phases consist 

c>f fc>rmulatlon of action programme and iaple11ertat_ion and 

•••nltt•rlntt of the !'ltrategtes and action program.ea of the 

Industrial sub-systeas. 

h) Various back-up support activities for eff,ctive functioning 
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At the last meeting of the National Committee on Industrial 

Development it was decided that industrial sub-systems should be 

selected from the following sub sectors: 

Engineering (and Metallurgy) 

Chemical and Petrochemicals 

Agro-allied industries 

Construction industries 

These areas h~ve the greatest potential for creating the much 

needed industrial base and internal engines of growth for 

Nigeria. We can therefore regard them as '"priority industrial 

sectors"" from which to choose our sub systems. (P.l.S.) 

Our first task will be to identify the range of sub-systems 

within each p.i.s. The second task will be to select those to 

focus on as pilot scheme. Experience gained in dealing with the 

pilot industrial sub-systems (i.s.s.) will be used in drawing up 

the Guid~lines for the rest of the industrial sector. 

Characteristic of a sub-system: 

1. It is a network of activities that relate one to another 

around a resource or commodity e.g. cocoa, leather goods, 

gas etc. 

around a production process e.g. vehicle assembly 

around a technology e.g. polymers, electronics 

around a need e.g. housing 

around a market e.g.personal (body) care product market 

An industrial sub-system may not coincide with an industrial 

sub-sector because it includes other activities not normally con

Eidered in conventional !SIC. 
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Besides an industrial sub sector may include a wide variety of 

final products, some co~~titive and others not so competitive, 

some using very simple process, while others use sophisticated 

process - this then leads to a situation where policies designed 

for one product may not be appropriate for other products i9· the 

same sub sector. 

In fact experience has shown that it is easier and more manage

able to construct sub-systems around single products or process 

or technology. 

Because of past experiences with policies at the macro-level we 

are looking for that level 0f activity, where the impact of 

policies and support activities will tend to be uniform e.g. 

policies adopted to enccurage wheat production may be differefit 

from policies needed to encourage local processing of cocoa 

before exports, although both belong to the Food sub-sector. 

2. It is a network of relations that have synergy. In other 

words, when we come to the stage of forming Strategic Con

sultative Groups, the actors will immediately have identifi

able interests that coincide, ar.d hence the need and will

ingness to work together. 

3. More importantly it must have potential for developing into 

an efficient and competitive industrial system. 

Diagr~m A illustrate the basic organisation of a sub-system. It 

must include a network of the industrial enterprises around which 

the supply, marketing and financing functions revolve; and the 

supportive infrastructure (training, R & D, standardisation and 
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quality control, utilities, physical infrastructure such as 

energy, roads, harbour, water) facilitating production and the 

penetration of markets for the output. 

To identify the possible industrial sub systeas with!n the 

selected priority sectors, we have to take into consideration: 

the structure of the sectors as it exists now 

the structure as it ought to be (in order to contribute 

to creating internal engines of growth) 

how those in it are organised now; in other words if 

there is already in existence ••trade groups .. acting 

together, e.g. Battery manufacturers, ALCMAN, Associa

tion of Cement Manufacturers etc; this has to be taken 

into consideration. 

the potential of adding more value to a national 

resource and therefore impact on GDP via MVA 

the national, sub-regional or international market 

potentials which may be catereci for by the sub-systems. 

With the information available to us from F.O.S. and Raw 

Materials Research and Development Council (RttRDC) we can begin 

to identify as many potential sub systems within the selected 

priority sectors as possible. 

Selection of th~ Industrial Sub svsteme 

Having identified the potential sub systems we will then select a 

few as pilot sub system ha~ing regard to 

time available to produce a guideline 

resources available for pilot study 

potential for creating awareness and acceptance of the 

SMID approach 



potential for playing a catalytic role in creating in

ternal engines of growth for Nigeria 

By way of eapbasis. 

growth because that 

growth. Creating 

we need to create these internal engines of 

is the only way of ensuring self sustaining 

internal engines of growth is the real struc-

tural adjustment for the industrial sector. 

To quote froa a recent UNIDO/IDDA publication, internal engines 

of growth would comprise:<l> 

-(a) The deliberate enlargement and consolidation of domestic 

markets and their combination. through economic cooperation. 

into markets capable of accommodating economies oi scale .... 

(b) The establishment of core industries generally on a multina-

tional basis ....... . 

{c) The local linkage of core industries with strategic sectors 

such as agriculture; transport and communications; building 

and construction; mining; fuel and power; watt:r supply: and 

the engineering, chemical and metallurgical sectors ...... and 

(d) A steady expanding volume and variety of production and ~ 

of factor inputs of domestic origin (viz. entrepreneurship; 

management, procurement, production, marketing, and dis

tribution; R & D, manpower; raw and intermediate materials; 

equipment, parts, implements and tools; techno~ogy; physical 

infragtructure; institutional infrastructure &nd 

services ..... ) 

(e) The development of a number of critical national 

capabilities (human and institutional), e.g. for project 

identificatio~. development, management and construction: 

for negotiating foreign direct participation; for the mobi

lization and redeployment of financial resources; for 

regulating or influencing flows of factor inpu~s; for sup-
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port services for the public and the private indigenous sec

tor; for monitoring the pace and direction of economic 

growth and of living standards ...... " 

In other words, in order to get the aost iapact fro~ the 

pilot industrial sub-systems. we should also bear in aind 

that they must contribute to self reliant and self

sustaining economic development, so that the achievements of 

the pilot scheme will become to a large extent the 

springboard or foundation for the later stages of the workon 

SMID. 

Studies Needed 

What is needed now for the first task of identifying the various 

sub system in each sub-sector, is a more detailed study showing 

the range of p~oducts, intra-sectoral and inter sectoral 

linkages, and the products or processes that can be linked 

together into a sub-system. An 1/0 table for each sub-sector 

will be of great assistance in showing existing and potential in

ter and intra sectoral transactions. Specifically for each iden

tified sector, the following analyses and/or data are required: 

(1) UNIDO/ECA: Report of the Midters Evaluation of the lDDA pp 

8-9 

Structure of the sub-sector 

number of establishments 

size by various indices 

variety of outputs 

evolution and structure of demand for its products 

competition and competitiveness within the sector 

(including official and unofficial imports) 

determinants of competitiveness 

product quality 
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price 

timeliness of delivery 

packaging 

market orientation for various products 

size and share of domestic market 

share of foreign market 

constraints on export 

prospects and potentials 

Cost structure and factors influencing costs. 

Impact of policies on the sector and differential im

pact on various products. (This should include 

macro-economic policies, industrial incentives and 

subsidies). 

Impact of physical infrastructure on the performance of 

the sector. 

Impact of institutional support (or non support) on the 

sector. 

Organisations and relationship within the sector 

Identify existing relationships between indus,rial en

terprises in the sector and organisations or en

terprises on the supply side as well as distribu

tion side. 

identify other key sectors that affect the sub-sector 

understudy. 

PILOT STUDIES 

Since at this stage of the game, we are interested in gaining in

sight into the problems likely to be encountered in mounting the 

Strategic Management of Industrial Development, it is suggested 

that in order to reduce the lead time needed to complete the 

above diagnosiB, we can abstract from each sub se~tor the poter1-
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tial sub-systems where we have found that some work has already 

be done by PAD, RMRDC. or other ministries, and then broaden or 

contract the scope as may be desired keeping in mind the criteria 
discussed above. 

The following potential sub-system are suggested 

Engineering & Metallurgy 

Vehicle Assembly plants 

Iron and Steel (Basic Industries) 

Chemical & Petrochemical 

Rubber and Rubber products 

Petrochemicals 

Pharmaceuticals 

Agro-Allied 

Vegetable Oils (oils and fats) 

Leather and Leather products (meat?) 
Cocoa 

Textiles 

Construction 

Non-metallic mineral industries (with emphasis on 

building materials industries) 

In view of the centrality of electric power (generation, trans

mission and distribution) to industrial development a sub-system 

around the electric power as a resource and a process technology 
is suggested. 
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